
Word Family Matching 1 
Match the word that is in the same word family: 

bog  hip 

hen  set 

cat  pom 

mop  sick 

mom  pen 

sit  dress 

wet  rat 

pick  hop 

press  fit 

lip  log 

Matching 2 
Match the following terms with their meaning. 

1. lake   A. dry land that receives little rain 

2. coast  B. land along a sea or ocean 

3. plateau C. body of water with land on all sides 

4. desert  D. land with steep sides and sharp peaks 

5. river  E. land surrounded by water on 3 sides 

6. island  F. a deep valley with very steep sides 

7. plain  G. low land between hills or mountains 

8. peninsula H. land completely surrounded by water 

9. ocean  I.  a body of water larger than a sea 

10.valley  J. high land with a rounded top 

11. mountains K. large stream of water that flows across the land 

12.canyon L. land with steep sides and a flat top 



13.hill  M. flat land good for farming 



Vocabulary Terms 8.3:  Matching 3 

Match each term to its definition.  Write the correct letter of the word by the definition. 

1. _____ a contradiction or repudiation 

2. _____ a subterranean room in a house, often used for storage 

3. _____ afternoon nap or rest 

4. _____ an agreement, deal, or understanding 

5. _____ an idea or opinion, usually formed with little conscious thought 

6. _____ clearly visible by virtue of standing out 

7. _____ competitor or opponent 

8. _____ contrary to law 

9. _____ simultaneous performance of action 

10._____ someone who served in the armed forces 

11. _____ sovereign head of state 

12._____ to completely perplex 

13._____ to provide sufficient space for 

14._____ to shake involuntarily 

15._____ wanted or wished for as attractive or sensible 

a. accommodate 

b. baffle 

c. bargain 

d. cellar 

e. conspicuous   

f. denial 

g. desirable 

h. illegal 

i. impression 



j. monarch 

k. rival 

l. siesta 

m. tremble 

n. unison 

o. veteran
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